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ADVISORY COLI;ITTEE

of

THE SUPREIvME COURT OD' TrhI UNITED STATES

Washington, D. C.,
Thursday, December 7, 1939. - C

The Advisory Committee of the Supreme Court of the

United States met at 10 o'clock a. m., pursuant to call, in the

building of the Supreme Court of the United States, the Honor-

able William D. Litchell, Chairman of the Advisory Committee,

presiding.

Present: Honorable William D. Mitchell, Chairman; Hon.

'George Wharton Pepper, Vice Chairman; Hon. Edgar B. Tolman,

Secretary; Hon. Charles E. Clark, Reporter; Hon. Armisted M.

Dobie; Robert G. Dodge, Esq.; Hon. George Donworth; Monte M.

Lemon, Esq.; Hon. Scott OX. Loftin; Prof. Edmund M. Morgan; and

Prof. Edson R. Sunderland.

Present Also: Prof. James W. Moore; Edward H. Hammond,

Esq.; and Leland Tolman, Esq.

P R O C E E D I N G S

The Chairman. The meeting will come to order.

One of the things that struck me this morning, gentlemen X

was the spirit with which this committee greeted one another.

I think it is a fine cormnentarT, on our relations; it is better

than a class reunion.

,'e have since our last meeting lost one of our members,

judge Olney. I want to bring up now the question of whether

or not we should make some formal recognition of his passing in

the form of a resolution to be sent to his family, though it
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comes a little late. How do you feel about that? Do you think

we ought to nai:e some formal recognition of it? If so, how

should we arrange it? Should we have a member of the commit-

tee draft a resolution and submit it to us?

itr. Pepper. It seems to me that on the occasion of the

reassembling of the committee the Chairman should be requested

to express to Judge Olney's family our sorrow in his death.

The Chairman. Do you think that that ought to be in the

form of a letter fro- the Chairman or in the form of a resolu-

tion approved by the committee?

Mr. Pepper. It seems to me that a personal letter from

the Chairman speaking for the committee would probably be more

appropriate.

The Chairman. Then, T shall arrange to take care of it

if all the members of the committee acquiesce in that plan.

The question that arises at the outset this morning is,

Why are we here and what are we to do? I think we ought to

have some preliminary discussion, and in order that the commit- g

tee may have a background, I will explain what I know about the X

way this meeting came about and, so far as I am able, will tell

you what the Court thinks about the situation.

We have an order from the Court, and then I wrote the

Chief Justice a letter, copies of which I think you have, and

I indicated to you that T was inclined to the view that the

Court wanted to do something by January 1.

In my letter I called attention to the fact that while it

is a 7--co6 th-Inc to have a continuing supervision of these rules

,it. the power to correct them as they needed correction, that

had to be we -hed a-ainst tre objections to constant tinkering,

. a
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and I personally felt that no defects of a serious nature had

been found in these rules to require or to make imperative any

amendments. I stated that the courts seemed to be dolng very

well and that Ale sort of defects that had developed were

minor and did not constitute a major emergency. I said that

there were a few small thin. s that might have been done better

if we had known better at the start, that might have improved

the rules, but I thought that to jump in now in a hurry, and

not do a thorough job now, so that we would have to repeat our- j

selves after another year, was bad for many reasons.

In addition to all thie reasons that i set forth in that

letter against amendments now and the opposition of many to

changing the published editions and opposition to constant

tinkering right away, there is another reason to which Mr.

Hammond has just called my attention, and it is a very vital

2 one.

There are many states in the Union that are now busy

fighting the battle for uniformity by trying to copy our rules

as nearly as they may be able to do so. There is a very strong

movement of that kind now on. Ijr. Hammond calls attention to

the fact -- and he is quite right about it -- that while that

movement is on and is in the flush of its enthusiasm, if we

start in again to amend these rules and tinker with them, that

will iinmnediatelyi create quite a damper on the movement in the

states.

One of :-e most imrortant feat-ares of th:<is entire system

v7as to tr- to -et she states to produce -enerally uniform rules

b- voluntary accertn-ce of these rules as far as they fit the

state co'nd~ ' l 'ans.
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I wrote ary letter to the Cihie:' justice in the hope that

he would reply Wiith a st'atement that that was all right, but

he evidently felt that the conimittee ought to meet now and

that it either ought to propose ramendrients or ought to be able

to review thee situation and report that no amendment should be

made. Either action would show that the Court Committee was

keeping its hand on the situation and 1keeping; the initiative,

as A.ajor Tolmnan says. I received the impression from his

letter that he felt that a ntuiber of these amendments ought to g

be consolidated to maAte that move and that he did not quite

agree with me that we should not do much of anything now. So, |

it being obvious that there is not a unanimous feeling in the

committee about that either, since there were some ideas ex-

pressed in some of the responses that made me feel we ought to

canvass opinion because of the letter of the Chief Justice, I

called this meeting with the idea that when we met we could

find out how the Court felt about it, so that we would not be

doing anything that was unacceptable to the Court. I felt that

if the Court -insisted on our preparing some memoranda now to

make a showing, we could do so.

(here the shorthand reporter was directed by the

Chairman to suspend reporting while the committee engaged

in a -eneral discussion. At the end of the discussion,

the followin- occurred:)

ine Chairman. -he resolution which is now before the comr

mittee for consideration is as follows:

r-esolved, chat it is thle opinion of this commirittee that

under the act of J--ne 19, 143L, the Suprem.e Court h-as continu-

vl poower tc C:ako amend_.inrs and additions to Lne United Rules.
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Nill all those wh-o hold tie opinion that there is a con-

tinuin; power say aye?

(The resolution was adopted unanimously.)

The Chairman. Io are unanimous in that.

e.e now come to the question of submission to Congress.

(Here the shorthand reporter was directed by the

Chairman to suspend reporting while the committee engaged

in a general discussion. At the end of the discussion the

following occurred:)

The Chairman. The resolution proposed for your considers

tion is as follows:

Resolved, That it is the opinion of the members of the

committee that the Act of June 19, 1934, should be interpreted

as requiring that amendments and additions to the United Rules

be submitted to Congress at a regular session and shall not

take effect until after the close of such session, in the same

manner as the original rules were submitted.

Be it further resolved, That in addition to giving the

Court the vote of the committee, a memorandum shall be prepared X

expressing t-re views of the majority and minority of the com-

mittee and shall be submitted to the Court.

All who are in favor of the resolution say aye.

The record will show that all the members of the commit-

tee except Judge Clark vote aye; Judge Clark votes no.

Instead of dealing with this in particularity, I should

like to kenow.i the consensus of LIe committee as to whether we

can express to the Co-rt fror- our observation of the working

of these rules Mhat ti-e-e a-e no defects whicr have developed

that are of suc'• an :important natuLre, layin, aside all other

-Ii- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ --
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considerations, Es to warrant the Court's now undertaking to

make amendments. Chat is a matter separate from the question

of whether it s appropriate to mace some amendments if the ffi

Court des4res to make them.

ir. Pepper. ho bri ng the matter before the committee,

and reserving myr own right to change my view -' or debate, I

move as follows: A@

After careful consideration, the committee has reached the

conclusion that no amendments to the rules should be recommende

at the present time.

If that resolution were to pass, 1 think that in any re-

port that we submit something like this should be said:

A number of amendments have been brought to the attention

of the committee, and these have been examined. It seems rea-r

sonable to expect that some of them would commend themselves

both to the Court and to the Congress. However, none of them

is so important as to require immediate action, and the corm-

mittee suggests that it would be wiser to allow proposals to

accumulate until a more comprehensive review of the rules can

be made.

t.-r. Lemon. Would it not be better before we adopt that to

5 have the various amendments that have been suggested brought

before us? I would not inow how to vote on that Intelligently.

Judge Dobie. I think we should go into those briefly to

see whether we ouclht to consider them.

Kr. Pepper. Sooner or later we shall have to face the

issue raised by that motion, and instead of makirig the motion

now, T will _- ve notice ---hat I exp-ect to make it later. In the

meantime, we can discuss tMe Individual amendments.
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The Chairman. If i were free to exercise my own Judg-`

ment in the matter, I could vote on that, but after my conversa-

tion with the Chief Justice this morning I am afraid that we

may be going at it in the wrong way. I think there is a strong

disposition on the part of she Chief Justice to want to propose

this Longshorernents tot amendment and any othersthat we think

are appropriate at this time -- at least the former. This

resolution would bar that.

Mr. Pepper. I am not pressing the resolution for action

now; I am just suggesting it. The thought is that we will take

up these different amendments and then decide in the light of

those amendments what action to take.

The Chairman. 'iell, that is all right. I think we ought

to go over the field and call upon the Reporter, Mr. Moore, and

all the members of the committee here to see, first, whether

there are any defects that have developed and whether it is

imperative that amendments be made now. Let us get that out

of the way, and if anybody has in his mind right now any amend-

ment that he thinks is imperative -- that is, that is of a

serious enough nature to cast aside all objections to present

amendment and should be made now -- let him bring it up. If we 7

find that there are none that are imperative, we can reach that

conclusion and make a report to the Court that none are impera-

tive. wie can then pass on to the consideration of the amend-

ments that are in mind and make a report as to those that we

think would be appropriate altnough not imperative.

There is a division of the subject there that I think

wculd expedite our proceeding. I am anxious to find out whether

there are an: ainenrmen-s here. That is cne of the thinks we
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want to report on. I think if we approach the discussion of

this resolution in that way, we are going to save much time.,

ie can call on the members of the coinAttee to bring up any

amendments that are of such a desirable nature that we ought

to consider whether they are imperative or not, not deciding

whether it would be appropriate or proper to make them.

Mr. Pepper. Following your suggestion, I suggest that we

ask the reporter if he has any such proposals.

The Chairman. .,e will start with the reporter and ask

him if there have come to his attention any defects in these

rules that are of such a nature as to require a change and over

ride any arguments that may be made against the idea of con-

sidering amendments.

Judge Clark. Put in that light, it is a little difficult

to answer. I do not think that there is any amendment of such

importance that the rules or the operation of the rules as a *

whole would be greatly prejudiced if we did not make it. There

are certain ambiguities in the rules and certain parts of rules

that I think have been somewhat misconstrued, so that the pro-

cess of amendment would help the construction; but if there are

stronger reasons for not doing it, they are not things that are

going to upset the rules as a whole.

If T tried to make a standard of what Judge Maris suggests

-- I do not think it is desirable, but I do not know that I

would call it Imperative -- but if that is made a standard, I

have several that I think are as important as that and possibly

a little nore so.

Let me just rickc out the rfne I mentioned before, and that

is >nie i-ter of receivers, whier T think is a little more im-L~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_-
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portant tnan the L.ongshloremenr's Act. The suggestion that Mr. -

...oore and T madoe o:. that was G;.e one that the ,1,ajor has put in

his District Court Rules. Vie say:

"It should be made clear that in receivership actions

the action Generally is Governed by the Federal Pxle. Thi i

co'ild be done by striking out the concluding 'butf clause

and adding in lieu thereof the following:

"tbut in all other respects the action in which the

aunointment of a receiver or other similar officer is

sought, or w'ich is brought by or against such an officer,

is 7overned by these rules.1"

That would be Rule 66. It is the kind of thing that two

or three, or perhaps more have suggested.

These suggestions that I have made I do not put up as

emergencies. These are things that we thought were desirable.

If you will look at Rule 53 in the suggestions here, on page 6 -

The Chairman. Would you mind go!ng back to Rule 66, 80

that I can understand that point?

"The practice in the administration of estates by

receivers or bv other similar officers appointed by the

Court shall be in accordance with the practice heretofore

followed in the courts of the United States or as provided-

in rulss promulgated by the district courts, but all appea.

in receivership proceedlnrs are sublect to these rules."

h s I interpret that, it meant that it did not provide that

suit for the a,.poonnurment of receivers, and so on, should not

be -overned b- tho s rule; it reant that after the suit weas

started .nd tic c' -ntD the practical business the rules A

C.-oulci rf- L..- 'rla-
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fhat is raised because the rule at the end says "appeals

in receivership."

Jud-e Clark. Yes.

The Chairman. Applyernj to nothing but appeals.

Jud e Clark. That is it.

The Chairman. Let us m on to Rule 58.

Judge Clark. As to Rule 58, there is a very nice point,

not merely on our rule but also on our rule as applied to bank-

ruptcy matters. The case is stated very briefly in tnis paper,

copies of which have been distributed to you. I will state it

again.

A judge in Connecticut heard objections filed by a credi-

tor to an application for discharge. Therefore, you see it

was a bankruptcy matter. He wrote a long memorandum which he

entitled "Memorandum and Order Granting Discharge."

At the end, having stated his reason for overruling the

creditor's objection, he stated, "It follows that the obaections

are not sustained and the discharge shall be granted. An order

to that effect may be entered."

The Clerk immediately wrote in the docket the date and

"Memorandum and Order for Discharge Filed," and then he added.,

"Copy sent to the Attorney G-eneral," which he does when he gets A

a judgment, and he considered it a final thing.

There are 30 days in which to appeal. Almost two months

afterward bhe obj cting creditor went around to the judge with

a long order recitin- a number of things -- because this came

in on a report of a referee, and it was an order confirming a

report of a referee, ani- so on, and eventually overruling the

obiacticris of se creditor and ra ranting the discharge, which thX
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Judge set aside. Why, we do not know; he did not say.

then the objectin- creditor immediately appealed, and the

thing camle before our Court on a motion to dismiss because it

was too late. Mv reaction was that the last sentence notation

governed; that the date of toe order was the original date and

that the appeal was too lato.

One of my colleagues said, going back to an earlier sen-

tence there, that this could not be an action for money judg-

ment or for costs, and therefore there was no order until the 8

judge had approved an entry which occurred at the later date. S

ive talked that over but never did reach a conclusion. Wo

evaded the issue temporarily, but we shall have to meet it

eventually. .7h.-t is the answer?

Judge Dobie. Don't you think that that is typical of

things that LuGht to be settled but that it is not at all vital

Judge Clark. I think the heavens will not fall whether we

do it rightly or wrongly.

Judge Dobie. The receivership matter, I think, is very

much more important,

Mr. Lemon. Isn't it clearly within the second clause? It X

is not within the first clause. /

Judge Clark. Of ccurse, there are these things to be said

.Thom what I rather from your suggestion, which is what one of

mv colleagues made, that it is the -overning thing, then prac-

ticallr never -n a bankruptcy can the Clerk act; all judgments X

must gp back to be made bv the judge, which isn't so, unless we

are chan-in-7 t-e rule.

Dr. >eron. One reason, suippose, is that in drawing the

rule the: c.d rot alpl- it tc bankruptcy matters.
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Jud, e Clar:._ 'es. e

i..r. Dem on. I think: the result is obv' ouslts clear under

the present rule, whether it is desirable as a result.

Jud e Dohie. What do vou thick Is e le result?

i.r. Lemon. I think the judgment would not be properly

entered until the Judrfle set the forri of judmiient and directed .

it to be entered.

Professor I-orcan. Le did not say the judgment should be m

entered; he said it many be entered.

Mr. Pepper. Gentlemen, the unfortunate shorthand reporter '

mystified by Instructions that he shall or shall not include

such and suon thin-s in the record, has now got to the point

where he is attempting to take down a discussion in which three

people are talking at once. Can we not adopt the rule that the g

debate is not to be taken dovm? When we have resolutions, let X

us have them taken down, and if there is a statement by someone

5which seems to be important, let us have that taken down.

(Here the shorthand reporter was directed by the

Vice Chairman, in the absence of the Chairman, to suspend

reporting while the corrxnittee engaged in a general discus- X

sion. At the end of the discussion the following occurred,.

.r. Pepper. _ suguest to the Chair that we go through the

proposals for amendment that have been submitted with the view -

to passing upon d-e merits of each particular proposal and for

the purpose of finding out whether, :akln- therm all together,

tnere is a sufficient amount of des rabilitv of amendment to

mase it necessar- to -c bach- end take there. up seriatim; other-

wise, vwe s-all be debatln-: each cne cl these thinrs on its merit

and a: that race do no: th.^ink *.; shall ever -et througi.
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The Chairman. ihat was the :eneral idea I had in my mind

about it.

_:ave 7ou cidicovered an- defect that you think is more sub-

stantial and moroe irperative tnan te ones you have listed?

Professor :.:oore. What about your intervention?

The Chairman. I would not consider that.

Let me ask each one of you whether there has come to your

attention any defect in these rules which you think is of such

an emerg~enc nature as to cause you to think that it really re-

quires amendment at this time.

i.r. Tolman. Would that foreclose consideration of matters

which we might think aere not real emergencies but which might X

meet the situation that the Chief Justice spoke of?

The Chairman. No, it would not. Iay idea is that if we

agree that there is nothing imperative, we will report to the X

Court that these rules can go alonc well enough without any

amendment; but if we think it is desirable to make any at this

time, or, say, one or two of those that we have had under con- X

isideration, we can say that we think they are the most appropria

and the only ones that we feel justified in submitting in the W

short time available to submhit them.

±r. Pepper. I answer your question by saying that I see

no proposal of amendment which seems to me to be urgent.

The Chairman. ahat do you say, Professor Sunderland?

Professor Sunderland. I have about 15, but I do not think X

an: of zher; a-e really urgent. The only one that seems to me

to be of sufficient importance to deal W;ith would be the ques-

tion of the find r s of fact, and I think that is P controversias

question.
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Professor I.organ. LYou would not call that an emergency

at all?

Professor Sunderland. No.

The Chairman. That means abolishing the necessity for

findings?

Professor Morgan. Lettin, counsel waive them.

The Chairman. What have you to say, Senator Loftin?

lir. Loftin. I do not know of anything that I would call g

an emergency. I have talked the matter over with our District

Judge, and he said that while there were one or two that came

up in practice before him, he did not consider that they were -

advisable and that he himself was opposed to tinkering with thelX

rules at this time because it would be very important.

The Chairman. Mr. Dodge?

Mr. Dodge. Nothing has come to my attention at all that

I think involves anything of an emergency nature. I took the

matter up with Judge McLellan, who is a very able District

Judge, one of our four, and he did not look altogether with

favor on the rules originally. Hoe notified me that he had no

chan-es whatever to suggest.

The Chairman. Mr. Lemon?

bir. Lemon. I took the matter up with our District Judges

and with our Circuit Judges. Judge Hutcheson, who talked a

good deal about the rules, said he thought it would be best to

-et better adjusted before changing them.

The Chairman. Professor Mcrgan?

Professor or-an. -hae none. -he only tUhing that

bothered me about the rules was winen the District Judges be-

came tan:le- up on account cf the Tompkins case, and you could
V
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not blame the District Judges so much for that. X

s2he questions of power are the ones that bothered me, but

I do not think therea re any of real importance.

The Chairman. Judge Dobie?

Judge Dobie. I have two or three here, but I do not

think they are very vital. One is from Judge Paul, my colleague--'-,

in the 'Western District, and judge Parker has some, but he says.

"In my judgment, the rules are pretty nearly perfect, and I am

afraid to change them might hurt rather than help."

He makes one suggestion that I think is interesting;

namely, whether or not we ought to reach out and go a little

further to cover some things that have not been covered. He j

was before the Circuit Court of Appeals in Baltimore in a

bond forfeiture case. He wanted a definite rule in bond for-

feiture -- whether it could be done summarily on the spot or

whether there had to be some notice. The importance of the

record ought to be defined specifically. They waited until

almost the end of the time and then rushed in for an extension

of time.

I do not think either one of these is vital. Judge Parker X

is one of the best friends the rules have. I agree with the

senator that vie had better not do this unless we do something

worth while.

The Chairman. Judge Donworth?

Judge Donworth. I am in accord with the general senti-

ment expressed here. Any rof uhe matters that I have suggested

to be changed can, I feel, be better changed ir the light of

6 another year's experience. Even this matter of receivership,

which has been brouhSt up, I thir_ can be better clarified a

2> .
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year fro! now.

There may be a question whether the right of dismissal

until answer is filed should apply to receivership cases, be-

cause oftentimes the answer in receivership cases is not filed l

for months and goes on to all sorts of things. I think an ex-X

ception might well be drafted when we make all the rules appli-

cable.*

Even the matter that has been brought/here in connection Ž

with the Longshoremen's Act, it seems to me, is not an emergente

so I am in favor of making no changes for another year or until

some time next year.

IMlr. Tolman. Mr. Chairman, I have talked with the Federal

K Judges in Illinois, and it is quite remarkable how unanimously

they approve the rules. I think one of the judges in Illinois 4

has made a very erroneous decision, it seems to me, on the

question of our Rule 12, but we could not cure thatin any way

at all. It is one of those things that has to go through a

process of adjudication and appellate review and be settled by

the Court. I do not think that there is anything that is essen-

tial. I, however, do think that perhaps on the matter of advise

ability it might be well to submit with the report a very few -

I can't think of more than three or four -- amendments to the

rules. It does not make any difference as far as the rules are

concee:-aed j'hather it is done or not, but it might make a differ.

ence in a9?omplishing the Durpose the Chief Justice has in mind

Thie Chalrmv . what would you have in mind other than the

possible exteraion of the rules applying to the Lonfshorements

cases?

Mr. Tolman. T had in mind the two matters you mentioned

Ii~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i
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in your correspondence with the southern Judges, where there

were only two terms of Court a year.

The Chairman. Cases for removal?

X.r. Tolman. That is what I had in mind. I think those

matters that were corresponded about would be well to put in,

and I think there are three or four of them submitted here that

might go forward. I thought we would not discuss particular

ones.

The Chairman. But your general conclusion is that there

is no urgency as to any of them?

I'r. Tolman. That is my view.

Professor Morgan. May I ask if there is any machinery

by which every member of the committee can get the suggestions

that have come in from all the other members?

Judge Dobie. Should they not all be sent in to the Secre-

tary?

The Chairman. T send them all in, but the question then

arises whether the Secretary has available any funds now out

of which he can pay for distribution to all the members of eveal"

suggestion that comes in about amendments. Have you, Major

Tolman?

.r. Tolran. No.

Tche Chai-rman. the Chief Jastice does not want to apply

for an appropriation right now, so 1 think that what we should

do is agree that when an- of us gets an amendment, we should

spend a little of our own rone'T and send copies of our sugges-

tions around to the others. I shall do that from now on. It

will not be much of a burden on us.

Jud, e Don.':orth. _ thin-: it would be a good idea to formu-
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late an ancn6=ent in each case instead of describing the diffi-

cult<;.

The Chairman. If you want to, but --

Professor Norman. It would be quite a big job.

She Chairman. I cake it, then, that it is the consensus

of the meetIng that there are no defects that have developed

that are of such an urgent natu-e as to require any amendment.

Let us now take up the auestion of whether or not, in

deference to the idea of the Chief Justice that the Court may

want to do something now, there are an., amendments that we thin

are appropriate to put up to the Court to use if they want to.

First, as he is essentially interested in it, there is

this Longshoremen's Amendment.

Professor -organ. Before going into that, Mir. Chairman,

may I suggest that swe take a little time for lunch?

The Chairman. Yes, that is a good idea. Let us recess

now until two o'clock. 9

(At 1:00 o'clock p. m. a recess was taken until 2:00

o'clock p. m. The follcwing then occurred:)

The Chairman. When we recessed, i was suggesting that

vie take up this longshoremen's proposition. J have in mind,

in view of the attitude of the Chief Justice, that whether we

approve or do not approve of the idea of making an amendment,

we ought to formulate it and- A;ve the Court a chance to adopt

it if it wants to. I have been looking over the statute and

also the rule as found in Pule 61(a)(6). T1he rule states:

"These rules do not aprply to proceedings for review

of co-z-nsaticn orders under tne Tongshoremen's and Harbor -

Workers' Co_-enaton A-ct, ~ct of :.arch A, 1527."
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noW, I have the statute here, and a, be-inning to think

what T did not make so much of a slip after all. I was in

grave doubt wheth* r that ought to be abolished or not and

whether we oug-lt to make a rule stating that except as especial ye

i;rovided i- the stc-tite, the procedure shall be under these

rules. she statute is all right. This 'Worlicen's Compensation

Act provides for awards by th.e Commission.

"if not in accordance with law, a compensation order

may be suspended or set aside, in whole or in part,

through injunction proceedings, mandatory or otherwise,

brought by any part in interest against the deputy com-

missioner making the order, and instituted in the Federal

district court for the judicial district in which the

injury occurred (or ±n the Supreme Court of the District

of Columbia if the injury occurred in the District). The

orders, writs, and processes of the court in such proceed-

inns may run, be served, and be returnable anywhere in

the United states. The payment of the amounts required

by an award shall not be stayed pending final decision

in any such proceeding unless upon application for an

7 interlocutory injunction the court, on hearing, after not

less than three days? notice to the parties in interest

and the deputy corinissionr, allows the stay of such pay-

ments, in whole or in part, where irreparable damage would

ot.-ervise aensue to the emolc-;-er. 1he order of the court a

allowvon- any sucn stay shall contain a specific finding

based upon e-vdacree sub-itted to the court and identified

b- rfe-rencc hereto, At such irreparable damage would

result to tne e:Tlnyer, anc soecifyino the nature of the
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damate .

"(c) If an? e.-plo-yer or his officers or agents fails

to comply with a compensation order making an award, that

has bocrme final, any beneficiary of such award or the

deputY comnissioner makinr: the order, may apply for the

enforcement of the order to the f'ederal district court

for thre judicial district in which the injury occurred (or

to tLe Suprenie Court of the District of Columbia if the

injury occurred in the District). If the court determine

tnat the order was made and served in accordance with law,

and that such employer or his officers or agents have

failed to con;-ply.N therewith, the court shall enforce obedl-

ence to the order bY writ cf injunction or by other proper

process, mandatory or otherwise, to enjoin upon such per-

son and his officers and agents compliance with the order.

"(d) Proceedings for suspending, setting aside, or

enforcing a compensation order, whether rejecting a claim

or makings an award, shall not be instituted otherwise than

as provided in this section and section 18."

Judge Dobie. Don't you think it would be dangerous if we

interfered with that and tried to put that into our mold?

Judge Clark. Before you go further, may I suggest that

the suggestion nrade b-: the bud e .:as for the wrong place? The

place would be Rule 8l(a)(3)? Yo; see, we have something of

a formuula there:

'but otherwise only: to the extent that matters of pro-

cedure are not -rovided for in those statutes."

-..r. Lenon. 1 move that we recomYmr:end that the rules be

extended to proceedings fcr review of compensation orders under
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the Longshoremen's and Harbor Workers' Cc'npensation Act except

in so far as the statute provides for thema and that the precise

wording of the amendment be drafted by the heporter or the

Secretary.

The Chairman. What you want to do is move that it is the

sense of the committee that it ought at some time to be amended

and that the amendment ought to be in a certain form? That is

what you mean, isn't it?

,Ir. Lemon. Yes.

The Chairman. Let us put it up to a sub-committee to work j

it out and we will submit it to the Court. Is that agreed to? X

(There was no dissent.)

The Chairman. Suppose we take up now the question of the

receivership rules and see if we want to draft and submit to

the Court any possible amendment.

Jud. e Clark. There is a suggestion of a form here in this

paper.

the Chairman. Suppose we adopt in principle the proposed

amendment to the receivership rules as a suggestion to the

Court, leaving it to the drafting committee to check it over

again and be sure that it hits the nail on the head.

LMr. Tolnian. I so move.

The Chairman. There is the further suggestion that we

amend to rule on dismissals.

Judge Donwort-. I think it complicates it to amend Rule

41 at all. ihere you have a -eneral rule, like 4i, and you are

soi-c17 mak n- a special provision cn Bane subject of receiver

ships, whic'. y-ou are in Rule o6, it is admitted you are making

an exception ,ere, because the practice in the administration o X
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estates b- receivers is really not governed by these rules,

both before ard after tie proposed amendment that we are now

considering. The administration is joing to be governed by the

old decisions that vie hove in the books. So, I do not see any

incongruity at all, if the committee concurs in the idea, in

making an exception about dismissals right in Rule 66.

The Chairman. Without any reference in Rule 41?

Judoe Donworth. Yes.

The Chairman. ;The only answer I have to make to that is

that in these rules, right through from beginning to end, wher-

ever there is a rule that says a certain thing and we have made

an exception to it otherwise In the rules, we have uniformly

referred over to the exception. Here we would make an excep-

tiori to Rule 41 and would depart from that system without mak-e!

ing any reference to it.

Mr. Pepper. I move that Rule 41(a) be amended by insert-

ing in the third line thereof, after the words "the United

States," the following:

"except in cases where a receiver or other similar offl-

cer has been appointed, an action may be dismissed,"

and so forth.

Tne Chairman. And that Rule 66 be amended substantially

as suggested in this written report?

f.r. Pepper. Shall we take them up separately or take them

both at once?

The Chairman. All rizht; let us vote separately on this

proposed suggestion, and if the Court wants to do anything, it

can amend Rule 41 accordingly.

Lr. LcftIn. Does this notion say that we recommend that
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the Court do amend?

The Chairman. No, we are going to report that there are

no defects so violent as to make imperative present amendments

but that if any anendnenis are to be made at this time these

are desirable ana should receive the consideration of' the Court 4

tMr. Pepper. 'Trhis does not coimmit us as to what happens;

but if we did recommend doing anything, it would be this.

Professor ',organ. Haven't we passed a resolution that it

is the sense of this corrittee that no amendments should be

made at this time?

i.r. Loftin. The motion waL not put that way, but aft '

ward the Chairman stated that he understood it was the agree-

ment or sense cf this committee that no amendment should be

made.

The Chairman. No, it was not quite that. It was the sensef

of the committee that no defects had developed of such a serlow

nature as to make immediate am;e-.ndment imperative. 'Ie all agreed

to that.

,de are now back to the matter of suggesting some amend-

ments that are not really imperative but are desirable, which J

are about all we have time to consider.

Mir. Pepper. Leaving open the question, after we have per-

fected the_ of what we are going to do with them. I cannot

help feelizingf that up to date it looks as if the mountain had

been in labor and that two or three little mice are going to

come forth.

Tr. Dolman. T should like to second the Vice Chairman's

:not'D~n

Th'e mlairoan. m,-e rmoti: rel-tes to the proposed amend-
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ment of Rule 41. If it is -,'ng to be amended it will be

amended bar insertinc in the third line, after the words "the

United States," the following:

"1except in cases where a receiver or other similar officer

I has been appointed."

All in favor of that say aye.

(The motion was carried unanimously.)

The Chairman. Let us turn to Rule 66 and see whether we

want to make the amendment suggested by Judge Clark, which re-

moves the ambiguity as to whether or not Rule 66 leaves suits

for the appointment of receivers subject to the equity rule.

Mr. Pepper. I move its adoption.

(the motion was seconded.) 7

I he Chairman. Is there any further discussion? If not,

all in favor of the motion say aye. -X

(The motion was adopted unanimously.)

The ChaIrman. Is there some other rule that we want to

I bring up that is of exceptional interest?

Professor Sunderland. I suggest a change in Rule 52,

which deals with special findIngs by the Court.

"In all actions tried upon the facts without a jury,

the Court shall find the facts specially and state

separately its conclusions of law thereon and direct the

entry of the appropriate judmnent; and in granting or

refusing interlocutory injunction the Court shall similarly

set forth the findin-sof fact and the conclusions of law

which constitute the ,-rounds of its action."

would surgest a provision that tne Court may in its

discretion make special findin:rs in the form of a written opin-
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ion n the case.

Then male a corresponding change in Rule 75, "Record on

Appeal to a Circuit Court of Appeals,"1 adding~ to 75(a) some-

thing in substance like this:

"In a case tried on the facts without a jury, if

special findin'gs have not been made,such designation

shall constitute a request for special findings, which
Rule 52

s1-,all thereunon be made in the form provided in/(a)."

In other words, you will always get your special findings

if you take an appeal, but you will not get them necessarily

if you do not take an appeal.

The Chairman. Thet proposal assumes this: that we have

a system that is not working well and we ought to admit it and X

change it right now rather than wait and give it a further tri

Tt may be another year or so before we do anything. I am not

so sure we ought to be starting in to rehash these questions g

that seem to be giving trouble and saying now that it has been

demonstrated that our system is a poor one and ought to be

changed.

I sympathize with you busy judges, but I have seen this

system working in a dozen States of the Union to the utmost

satisfaction. 2he truth of the matter is that the district

judges are eenerally balky Fabout it because it makes a little

work. They are not sympathetic to it at all. I do not think

they have met it half way and tried to work it out in a reason-

able wav. I do nct thin; the- have exercised their means of

callin Cl on zne lavr:ers to draft f Ind-n s ncr them as much as

he- could.

IE;r ar ri. ht or :;ro- 7-- abcut thAis, I do notthinwe
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ought to take up a fundamental question of policy under these

rules as to general methods of procedure and rehash now on the

experience we have had. I can think of a good many other thing

under these rules that we have tested under a great deal of

trial and tribulation that may not work out to ultimate satis-

faction, but are we go-ng to throw up our hands on any of theml

without a further test? I think that is the real problem here. 5,

If we are going to settle down to this sort of thing, we are

going to be here for a week; there is no doubt about it.

Professor Miorgan. I think that if we are going to settle

down to that sort of thing, we shall have to give the Reporter X

a job and have him come back with something that we can fight

about.

The Chairman. And that cannot be done by the first of

Janutry.

Professor Morgan. I do not agree with Mir. Sunderland's

motion at all. jfhe most I would vote for, without a demonstra-

tion that it might not sork, would be a right to waive findings

Certainly if I were trying a case before a judge, I would not i

want his hunch; I would want the findings of fact.

Juidge Donworth. I think there is much in Professor Sunder -

land's motion, but _ think another year of experience should be

had with the rules.

Professor Sunderland. I suggested it only because you Wa1

the Clief Justice wanted soniethint- and vou were trying to get

contributionS v O.Ott.n: toeat yo could hand over to the

r ouurt.

le 5._&- roan. I -a-=,- tf h' ngs tnai a;ere obviously

needed.
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Judte Dobie. Fow about p':ttin- Fraud in Rule 60?

sir. Pepper. Of course, you ought to remember that when

you select some thiink s and put tenem up to the Court, and the

Court presents the. to Congress, all tie fellows who have thing

that they think are just as important or more important than th

thlIngs that we put up to the Court will raise a howl and say,

"This process of revision has been begun, but it has been

hurriedly done, and we have not been considered."

$ .Ir. Lemon. We can say that we might put in the amendments

relating to longshoremen and receivership,but the minute you A

get beyond them I do not know how you can very well pass upon i

the differences and degrees of importance of the others. If we

| put in three or four of the other sort of things, we have pracm

tically said everything else if 0. K. We have a dozen here. ,

Once we get beyond those first two, it seems to me we ought to ,

do nothing, or else go down the line with everything which is g

here, %%hich we cannot do.

Judge Dobie. I would much prefer to do nothing.

The Chairman. Let us stop now and see whether we want to 4

go ahead and bring up other amendments. Many of us have

brought up other amendments that we think are not of special

importance. ie're we now in a position to say, "Well, we are not X

going to draft any ar.endrnents except one or two that we have

already made on receivershi4s and lc-ngshoremen"?

i'.r. Tolr;an. -no -ro consider Rule 2L, Intervention, im-

portant?

-e Crazra.A. .o, ;':oird not rate that as deserving the

a ben . .citae I nc-. It is >ust one of 30

or LO.
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-r. Tolnan. Or the removal question, which the attorney -A
raised?

the Chairman. *N o.

r. Tolman. I do not think of anything further myself be-

yond those we have been talking about here.

The Chairman. Do you want to consider whether we should A

stop now and say that we will not draft any other amendments

at this time?

Mr. Dodge. Has it been decided that we shall submit an

amendment to Rule 41?

The Chairman. 1Ro. There is a reservation by Senator

'Pepper that after we have drafted all the amendments we think

proper to bother with this afternoon, we should go back and

decide whether we will put them up. The problem now, however, Ah

l is whether we should stop now and consider his reservation or

those two amendments we acreed to and not consider any more. [

li r. Tolman. That is, Rule 66 and the Longshoremen?

The Chairman. Right.

Judge Donworth. I move that we consider no more questions

than those that have been so far tentatively adopted.

Judge Dobie. i second the motion.

The Chairman. Is there any discussion on that? If not,

all in favor of the motion will say aye.

(ohe motion was adopted unanimously.)

-he Chairman. Now, let us go back to Senator Pepper's

sue:estion that we formullate or direct the Reporter to formulat t

anmendments to h-.e lon-shoremen's and receivership rules.

senator Fer)-er. Jould It not be proper, :n that 7eneral

connector , ' our -eneral rolic- is not to recommend amendmentt i
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at the present time, not even to rccoimr;end those but to say

Generally somethin- to the effect that we do not recommend any;

that we have haa, a number submitted to us; uhat no doubt some

of them will ultimately receive approval; but that the two that

most impress the committee are those annexed to this report;

and let it go at that?

The Chairman. Two about which there could be the least

difference of opinion or need to consult the Bar about.

Senator Pepper. The original resolution was:

"After careful consideration the committee has

reached the conclusion that no amendments to the rules

should be recommended at the present time."

That is our recommendation, and that was the whole resolu-

II tion.

Then I read a little memorandum that I had written hiVle i

we were talking here, which reads this way:

"A number of amendments have been brought to the

attention of the committee, and these have been examined,

It seems reasonable to expect that some of them would corm-

mend themselves both to the Court and to the Congress.

The two that most impress the committee are those appended'H

to this report. However, none of them is so important as

to require immediate action, and the committee suggests

that it wouild be wiser to allow proposals to accumulate

until a more comprehensive review of the rules can be

made rather than that the process of piece-meal amendments

right now be encourapyod."

Tud-e Dobie. that puts It up to -The Court.

Senator Pepper. .e say that as far as we Eare concerned we
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do not see any reason for r commending the changes at the moment

because we deprecate piece-meal amendment. A number of amend-

ments have been sug::ested. vie have looked at them. It looks t

us as if a number of them would commend themselves both to the

Court and to the Congress. ihe two that most impress us are

those pertaining to receivers and longshoremen.

The Chairman. Do you thing a report like that could not

4 be published?

Mr. Pepper. I don't know. Why not? We would be telling

the Court we do not think the rules should be amended at all,

and then they vmuld turh around and amend these two.

(here the shorthand reporter was directed by the

Chairman to suspend reporting while the committee engaged

in a general discussion. At the end of the discussion the

following occurred:)

The Chairman. in order to expedite the thing, suppose weo

agree that the resolution that we passed a moment ago, propos- ;

ing amendments to Rules 41 and b6, be considered modified by

eliminating the amendment to Rule 41 and by adding to the amendrA

ment to Rule 66 an appropriate provision that the dismissal

should not be had without order of Court when a receiver has

been appointed. Let us deal Smith it on that basis.

What do you say about putting these two amendments up to <

the Court?

Jud-e Donworth. Your suggestion is that we put them up

with a statement strong-er than that suggested by Senator

Pepper -- stronger in favor of Sneer adoptin them and sub-

mittinr them to Congresss?

-r. server. If the Chairman wants to do it in such a way.
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The Chairman. So that the Court can jump either way.

hir. Tolman. I wonder if it would be in order to authorize

the Chairman to prepare a report in accordance with the general

sense of the discussion at this meeting as to these two amend-

ments to Rules 66 and 81.

1Ir. Dodge. The motion is that the Chairman should send S

such a letter as he indicated a few minutes ago?

Judge Dobie. We think the Chief Justice has the idea that

if we do nothing, Congress will step in and say, "Those boys

are asleep."

Mr. Tolman. He knows the tendency of the Legislative

Department to tinker, and he wants to have these in order to

show that this has been taken care of.

The Chairman. Well, what do you say? Shall I prepare that

report, sending each of you a copy and asking for your sugges-

tions as to changes, so that I mijht be justified in putting g

your signatures on it?

Mr. Loftin. I second the motion.

The Chairman. Is there any further discussion? If not,

all in favor say aye.

(Tlhe motion was adopted unanimously.)

Jud-e Donworth. Nhen we get back to the tall firs after

a visit to civilization here, the Bar Association often calls

on us to tell what we have done here, and so forth. My idea is

that all formal publicity must come from the Chairman, and I

assume that we can say that the committee was not in favor of

general amendments but that there may be one or Lwo matters of

a formal nature tht the:,- will submit to the Court? Would some

th n;: like th- be all right?
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The Chairman. I al: wondering whether we had not better say

we have made a veport to the Court and feel that until the Cour

has considered it and published it, we do not think it would be ..

appropriate. Don't you tirk that that is the better thing to

do?

Judge Dobie. It would certainly be safe.

1dr. Loftin. I would think that that would be better, Mr.

Chairman.

Judge Clark.. Would it be a good idea or not a good idea

to incorporate a suggestion to the Court that perhaps we could

ask for suggestions during the next year and have a meeting som

time thereafter. That would be a suggestion that we are ready >

to go ahead. I myself would be prepared to say that next year

we ought to do something.

The Chairman. That is the way I feel, and I made the samw

suggestion to the Chief Justice this morning. .1 think we can >

put that in -eneral form without any date and say that at an

appropriate time in the future the matter ought to be handled

thus and so by consulting the Bar and the Bench and by study- X

ing the District Court' decisions. We can leave the time out, B

and then we can keep watching the thing; and if the Court does X

not do anything and we think something ought to be done anyway,

we can go to the Court in the spring and say that the ball

ought to be started and an organization got going to consult

the Bar and the wench to do something before 1941. It ought

to be as early as Iiarch or April. I do not think we ought to

mention an, particular tine.

Is t ere an-, further business? Is there anything that we

have that we ou-.-ht to co sider?
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, r. Secretary

Mir. Secretary, have you anything special in mind?

1,1r. Tolm-an. io, I have not.

Mr. Dodge. Is the Secretary's office still maintained

here?

Mr.Tolman. Do you think anything should be said here

about the work that Judge Knox's committee is doing? The first

draft of his report has been sent to you. It is only a first

draft.

The Chairman. No. I think that one of the things we ought

to say in this report is that we not only want to study the de-

cisions of the lower courts interpreting these rules, but we

want to study the local rules that have been adopted with a viol

to seeing whether there is anything good in them that could be

transplanted to our rules and eliminate as far as possible the

diversity of district court rules. I think that is all we

ought to do about that.

Mr. Tolman. But I think we should recognize the fact that

we cannot have everything uniform on local rules. You cannot

nave perfect uniformity.

The Chairman. No.

Mr. Pepper. Is the Secretary's office still maintained

here?

i&r. Tolman. It is not maintained except that our staff

is being kept here. The work is bein._ done by the assignment

fro.-- the Bepartment of justice of !Lr. Leland Tolman and Mrs.

Dennis to carry on tre W.ork of taking care of details, research

and so forth. at has -one on to a verse considerable measure.

There h§-: been wade a ver- careful analysis of legal reports.

,he topical index anC- ;a: le of district ccurt rules has been
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nearly completed, so there is very little more that is going to

5 come out of it of importance. sie have in our office here the

best collection of district court rules anywhere to be found.

The Chairman. Suppose a lawyer writes in to one of us --

or suppose a jud e writes in -- and say he thinks that the rule

ought to be amended ifn such and such a way. I take that sugges

tion or that letter and answer it. Then I send that suggestion

for amendment and my reply to it to the Advisory Committee.

When it comes down here, is it properly filed and arranged?

Ivlr. Tolman. Oh, yes, it is properly filed and indexed.

chat is bein- continued. 1 think that perhaps the Chief Justlc4

does not Know quite to what extent the sort of continuous super

vision of correspondence that is necessary, but it is being

done.

Judge Dobie. Should he not know about it?

Mr. Tolman. jell, I would not bother him about it now.

Judge Dobie. I think he would be glad to learn of it.

Kr. Tolman. 'he transfer will be effective until the

first of October. Tihat takes care of everything because this

other work --

Judge Donworth. Do you mean that Mr. Leland Tolman and

kirs. Dennis will occuiTy these offices?

Kr. Tolman. fhese offices here.

Fudge Dobie. i-How abcut sendinr, out suggestions that come

in Lo you? :ave -o- facilities to makie conies for distribution s

Kr. Leland clr:an. Tnere are if chew- dc not become too

voluminous.

The C-a 4_w-ron. Tf e Vie e - __ nds tlat soneth ng

ou r.t toe fe n :- '- r vw - views to subritti r'- it in 194.1
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and the Court does not do anything abuut it, and we 7o to themi,

or they on their own initiative do somet> n:r about it, and we

undertake next spring to -et organized 'n the work of making a

thorough study of the things in the way suggested, the Court,

I suppose, can go to ConGress, whilch will be in session perhaps

until June or liay, and ask for some little appropriation, if th

department cannot handle it, to do the extra work. It will not

do to ask for an appropriation now as long as we can go along

with the staff that the Department has furnished us. wHe might ;

as well let well enough alone.

Jud-e L)onworth. In cur fore £- .re -- e- we arde it,

the report very accurate c: E --- -t that

the able Assistant At-e- - -- - twents

'and purposes, a re:-e § - -

meeting today has sE' S..- - - om

I refer. I think we -e

suggestions that e : s -

Mr. Hammond. _s :' .ave

read all the decisic-., _ - - _e and

Tolman and I have oir,:e: . we

think ou-ht to be .a-e, -3: e im-

portance; that is why 1 ^ ' .£c,- - .7_ef e .

I ai interested i: this ouess z- 7-- oricy enougn to

carry on the 0-orh ol ie co-::it-ee. i seems to me that the

Colrt ---as no,.,., --̂ne aeaca ann kent .-.e ce ttee oin-, and -.e

o'liht to be sure cl at t-ere w-ll be nocne:- enouZ. to keep tLe

offic-e here. h n s can c alcn , as .alor rolman La3 said, but

ar not a ac tl-r ': a a.ect d eal' E of --s arrangement. I

i d tin:: tht -. rra -a s.e attention cf _e Ch.- ef Ji:stice ought
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to be called to the fact that in so.ne way or another there

ought to be money enough available in case Congress is not

in session to appropriate it, even If it just takes the form

of his getting a little larger miscellaneous appropriation, so

that he will have it available. I knoi that Mr. Waggaman is

up against the proposition of lhaving practically all his mis-

cellaneous appropriations, whilon hle now has, used up. Ma37be

if we could just increase theat to take care of' this possible

and probable need for :iore funds, it ought to be done.

Cll Chair.:an;. isn't your impression that the existing

arran.ement, th'at is 6cod throui_ October 1 next, will not

carry us alon-?

ir. ';am..iond. 7a-- ::e w.rong, but I did not understand

that it had been arranged tn t Dverythi-g would go along until

October 1.

;...r. Tolman. _t is In tne making.

(GHere th-e sl-orthand reporter was directed by the

Ch lr-'ao t_ suspe-na reporting while the committee engaged

in a --enerai discussion. i'r, tre end of the discussion the -

followin; occurred:)

Zne Ch.air:an. z sugnest that w;e leave it to the Secretary

to :eel- watch over t-3 ziuat-i-n and to do his best in working

our an arran eement b- ; on txe of0ice will be continued with

suolln Zta' _g s conditicns re-_.ire. When, if we -et into a big

job ne:-t year, I't -;'ll hs;.ve t- ee t-'-en up specially.

_-' s-ar s n .- r-us--ss, -.-;e will adloirn.

(-t L:) ,'J o - a.. ;;•- cc'nnittee .sas adjourned

e.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'
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